
Local School Council Meeting MINUTES 

AGENDA 

February 16, 2020 

8:15 AM 

Particpants: Kimberly Bussey, Shereese Conwell, Celisa Edwards, Tara O’Riley, Thelma Sanford, Carrie 

Ruberte, Ben Hartsock, Bonnie Mondesir 

Meeting began with a review of minutes from the Dec. 1st meeting.  

1. 2021 Gwinnett County Middle School Counselor of the Year 

 “My job is more than a job to me; it is my calling.” – Fabiana Fischer 

o Ms. Fischer, our 6th grade counselor, is very committed to the families of Dacula Middle. 

Some examples of what she does includes the Backpack Program for needy families to 

receive food on the weekends, Holiday Help for families, and the Crochet Club focused 

on students with anxiety. 

 

2. S2 Instructional Preference 

 Current numbers for instructional preferences by grade level: 6th Grade: 222 Digital, 340 Face to 

Face; 7th Grade: 288 Digital, 316 Face to Face; 8th Grade 316 Digital; 969 Face to Face 

 Percentage of instructional preferences across the school: DLD – 46%; F2F – 54% 

 Families are being held to their instructional choices with some exceptions. For the exceptions, 

teachers and administrators work on interventions and other changes before allowing students 

to change from digital to face to face 

 DMS has been consistent from the beginning of this “pandemic” and we have become good at 

what we do, even with all the adjustments and changes associated with the concurrent 

environment 

Health Response Team update 

• Students and staff are continually reminded of safety protocols.  

• All staff are required to have virtual only meetings 

• Continue to maintain 6 feet as much as possible and limit close any close contact to 15 

minutes or less 

• Staff have been re-issued PPE (masks). 

• Staff received masks from the to help with their personal safety, and DMS provided 

additional masks for them to use 

• We remain complicit with quarantining students and staff as necessary. 

Question from Mr. Hartsock: What percentage of DMS teachers are resistant to being in school? 

 Ms. Bussey’s response: DMS teachers are not so much resistant as concerned. Teachers have 

adapted and continue to be willing to do what needs to be done to ensure that students are 

learning. 



 Ms. Edwards’s response: We are very blessed at DMS because teachers have grown up with the 

concept of being consistently consistent and focus on coming up with solutions instead of 

complaining. We also have administration that backs teachers up and provides resources as needed. 

There will be frustration, but as long as we work it out, teacher morale will stay up. 

 Ms. Sanford’s response: It helps that we were ready. We were on our way to teaching digitally 

before we had to and this helped with the transition. We are being taken care of by our 

administrators and this also helps. 

Semester 1 Data 

 Failures by numbers 

• Ms Bussey displayed a chart that showed failures by numbers, by content areas and by 

instructional preference (digital vs face to face). Across the board, there are more digital 

students failing than face to face students. Even with the digital learners, students who 

engage continue to do well.  

• Failures by percentages 

• Highest percentage of students who are failing are 8th grade Science and this concerns 

Ms. Bussey as it affects the Carnegie Units that students can earn going into high school. 

• AAP is currently in session. Each content area is being done separately so that students 

who have to take multiple classes have the chance to do so. If after this round of AAP 

there are still many student who need additional opportunities, we will have additional 

AAP classes 

• Semester 1 Honors 

• Ms. Bussey also shared the number of students who earned all As and all As and Bs for 

semester 1. Students who were able to achieve this honor during this challenging time 

do deserve recognition.  A small (safe) reception is being planned where students can 

get a treat during their lunch and will also have the opportunity to take pictures with 

administrators and their award if they wish. 

 

Important Dates  

• February 17 & 18 

• Early Release – parent conferences this Wednesday and Thursday 

• March 2 

• Asynchronous Digital Learning Day 

• March 12 

• Student Holiday 

• April 5-9 

• Spring Break 

• Anyone traveling outside of the US will need to quarantine prior to returning to the 

building – 14 day quarantine before coming back to school; 10 days if parents choose to 

have their students tested 



• Awards in May – planning a safe, in person ceremony that considers a venue and plan 

that allows for social distancing 

Articulation Timeline 

• February 

• Fine Arts visits to elementary Schools 

• Friday, February 19 

• “Deadline” for Fine Arts sign up – deadline in quotes because we will continue to accept 

students 

• It’s important for students to begin in 6th grade so that they will continue to develop 

throughout middle school and the program will continue to grow. 

 

• Friday, March 5 

• Virtual Visits – presentation will be provided to elementary schools that will include 

information and videos 

• Wednesday, March 10 

• Virtual Parents Night for Rising 6th grade parents- the evening will mimic that of the high 

school’s articulation of rising 9th graders 

• Friday, March 12 

• Deadline for Connections interest – every effort is made to allow students to get at least 

one of their requested course 

Planning for 2021-2022 

• Connections Selections for students 

• Carnegie Course letters have gone out (Rising 8th only) 

• Comprehensive Visual Arts I & II (Rising 8th only) – students get to move up in their 

course work, but no Carnegie unit is earned 

• Junior Leadership Corp (Yearlong for 7th and 8th) – we have a lot of positive feedback for 

this class; so much more will be done next year including community service projects 

• New to Connections Course Offerings 

• Media Arts – we are adding a Connections class that focuses on digital art as a result of 

the success of the work students have done this year 

• French I – we already offer this as a 1 semester option for 6th graders, but next year it 

will also be a year-long Carnegie course offering for 7th graders 

• Audio, Video, Technology, and Film – Ms. Bussey is working on adding this but has not 

yet gotten approval. It is currently only being offered in high school, but she believes 

that middle school students have the potential and knowledge to benefit from this 

course 

•  Accolades for CTE (Career and Technology Education) 

• Upcoming feature in district’s CTE Newsletter – our CTE teachers will the focus of an 

upcoming article in the district’s Newsletter.  

• Engineering/Business/Computer Science Collaboration – students are using the 

3-D machine in the engineering lab to create a DMS key chain and even a mold 

for DMS soap 

Planning for 2021-2022 



• Scheduling – a number of things to consider: 

• Still not sure if instructional preference is going to be a choice offered by the district 

• If there are choices, it will help to the number of face to face learners vs digital learners 

• What are class sizes going to look like? 

• Will we need digital teams? 

• Keeping all this mind, we are still beginning to schedule using the information we have so far, 

but also knowing need to have a Plan B and Plan C ready 

Questions/Concerns 

 Ms. Ruberte shared that she is a part of a parent/teacher/community group that (over 4,000 

people) made a push to get subs for the GCPS schools.  This group’s leadership reported over 

500+ applications for subs were received. Not sure how long it takes to process, nor does she 

know how many of those applications will qualify - but it’s a great example of how they are 

trying to support our educators! 

 How does our failure rates compare to other school in the district? We are #9 with successful 

F2F students, #14 with successful digital students, #9 with face to face learners, and #8 with 

teacher satisfaction 

 Ms. Ruberte: Has there been reflection of lessons to be learned? Ms. Bussey shared that this 

situation presents the opportunity for a culture change – the expectations that you set are what 

sets the stage for the year. Teachers are giving more follow through, especially with regard to 

safety rules. Ms. Mondesir also shared that, after reflecting on student performance and 

struggles in semester 1, Ms. Bussey is being proactive about helping students not to accumulate 

NTIs. As early as the end of January, Ms. Bussey provided teachers with NTI numbers and made 

time during the school day for them to begin helping students to complete these assignments 

(even though numbers are low at this point). 

 Mr. Hartsock: Is there testing? Ms. Bussey reported that EOC will count for less than 1% of 

student grades. She is concerned about access to enough devices for testing and 

accommodating digital students, the required quarantine time for students and teachers after 

Spring Break affecting administration and of course the impact of the concurrent and 

“pandemic” conditions of learning that will affect test results. There is no final word on this yet, 

but Ms. Bussey is hoping the decision will be that we will not test this year. 


